
       

Tom De Bruyne
Content Marketing and Creativity  

need to have sex. Urgently.



Who am I

Co-founder SUE Behavioural Design 

Belgian (Ever seen “In Bruges”?) 

Psychoanalyst (Freud and shit) 

I write blogs on the psychology of influence on 

suebehaviouraldesign.com/blog.  

Our weekly “Behavioural Design Digest”-mail is 

really good. (I HATE the word Newsletter)  

We train and facilitate the Behavioural Design 

Method, a systematic way design (positive) 

behaviour.  

A deeply disturbing existential question when 
you’re on a stage

http://suebehaviouraldesign.com/blog


Explosion of content
Content marketing gold rush



Explosion of players
People, Brands, Companies, Artists… and Media



Explosion of knowhow and technology
“A race to the bottom of the brain stem”



Algorithms favor outrage
“A race to the bottom of the brain stem”



The Problem
It’s not about producing “content”, it’s about being remarkable at it



Content marketing is obsessed with tactics
But tactics won’t make Fortuna Sittard beat FC Barcelona



Leading to mediocrity



Stop talking about content marketing. 
Start talking about intelligent marketing 
in which technology, data, creativity and 
psychology are having fun





The Challenge 
How to be interesting and remarkable  

at every stage of the journey?



1. Be interesting - Pick a Pain



1. Be interesting - Pick a Pain



2. Be interesting - Pick a Fight



3. Be interesting - Pick a Role



3. Be interesting - Pick a Role
Deconstructing how influence works

Subscribe to the weekly edition of  

Behavioural Design Digest at 

www.behaviouraldesignacademy.com  

#justsaying

http://www.behaviouraldesignacademy.com


4. Be interesting - Pick a domain and own it



5. Convert - Pick an offer that doesn’t suck



6. Convert - Pick a Voice



6. Convert - Pick a Voice



6. Convert - Pick a Voice



7. Convert - Work on sympathy



7. Convert - Work on sympathy

Neindert’s Core Motives Model: 

https://www.asu.edu/courses/pgs461/
Neidert%27s%20Core%20Motives%20Model_Exerpte
d%20from_Is%20Ethical%20Influence%20the%20Sec
ret%20of%20Leadership_2008_b.pdf



7. Convert - Work on sympathy



8. Delight - Pick a superpower



“Brands should design for habits. The 
more immediate and intense a rush of 
emotion a person feels the first time they 
use something, the more likely they are to 
make it an automatic choice”. 
BJ Fogg



8. Delight - Pick a superpower



9. Delight - Pick touchpoints and add excitement  
GO AND OBSERVE CUSTOMER AND YOU’LL FIND  

THE REAL CUSTOMER JOURNEYS IN WHICH YOU’LL FIND AN INFITIE OPPORTUNITIES  
FOR  DESIGN FOR EXCITEMENT



9. Delight - Pick touchpoints and add excitement  

Design for stealing



9. Delight - Pick touchpoints and add excitement  



10. Delight - Pick a habit and build it



Conclusion 
What you need 
to remember



GET INSPIRED 

Subscribe to our popular bi-
weekly mail on the art and 

science of influence 

Go to 
www.suebehaviouraldesign.com 

GET SKILLED 

Book a seat at the next two-day 
masterclass of the Behavioural Design 

Academy 

For dates and locations: 
www.behaviouraldesignacademy.com 

LET’S CONNECT 

Book a seat on Linkedin and get this 
slide deck and more 

Let’s connect at:  
linkedin.com/in/tomdebruyne 

http://www.suebehaviouraldesign.com
http://www.behaviouraldesignacademy.com
http://linkedin.com/in/tomdebruyne

